
                                KYSMET SECURITY & PATROL, LLC. 
21 W. Laurel Drive Ste. 49 

Salinas, CA  93906 
(831) 998-7963 

November 2022 ACTIVITY LOG 
 
 

11/2/2022 0219: wrote a parking warning on 3rd st/ trailside CT. for parking 18" from curb. No  
incidents to report. 

11/2/2022 1920: assisted code enforcement with monitoring of parade on 3rd and 4th st. No incidents  
to report.  

11/2/2022 1950: conducted a foot patrol in the downtown area of 3rd st. Santana gallery door was  
unlocked. No alarm was set off. Daisy's Saloon is still open. Nothing further to report. 

11/3/2022 2338HRS conducted patrol at the Rancho Vista community. A broken sprinkler went off on  
Lavagnino Street and Third street. Nothing further 

11/4/2022 1815:female walking her dog waved officer Valadez and I informing us of a suspicious  
male walking around who had frightened her. Observed and gathered description. white male  
5' 11" early 40's 170 lbs. black jacket Grey jeans Grey sneakers black beanie Grey beard. 

11/4/2022 2026HRS I arrived on 3rd St to conduct a foot patrol. I noticed a vehicle parked in red zone  
and gave the vehicle a citation for city code 7-4-100 parking in specified places "red curb", no            
other issues to report. I left 3rd St at 2109HRS 

11/5/2022 0413HRS patrolling city streets. A lady told me a guy was looking into cars in the  
downtown area of San Juan Bautista. I patrolled and didn't see him. Nothing further 

11/6/2022 1637: patrolled through motel. A semi was parked on property. I then contacted employee  
at front desk. They verified the driver was staying in one of the rooms. Nothing further to  
report. Area is secure. 

11/6/2022 2220: conducted a foot patrol at the windmill. Pizza factory door was unlocked and alarm  
was set off. I then called dispatch and informed them I was the one who set off alarm. Alarm  
was then shut off. Code enforcement was notified and owner was called. Stood post until  
owner arrived to lock and secure door. Nothing further to report. 

11/6/2022 2027HRS I arrived 3rd to conduct a foot patrol. All businesses were closed with the  
exception of Daisy's. All doors except La Casa Rosa were locked, Rich was notified and said  
he would try to get a hold of the owner. I left 3rd St and resumed patrol at 2303HRS 

11/6/2022 2116HRS Cashier at the Valero gas station asked me to notify an individual that was  
working on his vehicle in the parking to leave because he was closing soon. 

11/7/2022 2027: patrolled through motel. Semi truck was parked on property. Made contact with front  
desk employee. Employee verified driver was staying in at the motel. Nothing further to report.  
Area is clear and secure. 

11/9/2022 1815HRS Conducted a foot patrol of Third Street. Multiple businesses were still open. As  
we were checking doors of businesses that were closed we discovered MRS. B building door  
unlocked. We flashed our flashlights inside the building and did not observed anyone. We  
proceed on locking and securing the door. Nothing further to report. 
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11/12/2022 0053HRS conducted patrol at the Valero gas station. A man ran out of gas. He needed  
assistance and his debit card wouldn't work. I helped him with some money. Nothing further 

11/12/2022 1700HRS patrolled 3rd St, Individual stopped us to let's us know strange people walk  
through 6th St late at night, no other issues 

11/12/2022 1741HRS patrolled 3rd St, cited a grey porche and a white Mazda cx5 parked in red zones,  
no other issues to report 

11/12/2022 2133HRS gave a blue Dodge RAM a double citation for parking in a red zone and a  
handicapped spot, the owner of the vehicle gave us his address to ensure the citation reaches  
him. Address is 799 Carsten Cir. Benicia, CA 94510 

11/12/2022 2237HRS we received a call from Rich letting us know someone did a hit and run on one  
of the barrels on 3rd St, 2238HRS city works was called, Sheriffs department was notified,  
vehicle is a black sedan, pictures of the barrel and debris left from the vehicle were taken, Rich  
let us know to cancel the call for the SO 

11/12/2022 2241HRS A hit and run on a barrel on 3rd street. Rich notified the other two guards about  
the incident. The vice mayor was on the scene and told us it was a black sedan who hit the  
barrel that was full of dirt and plants. Sheriffs department was notified and Eduardo called  
dispatch so the police wouldn't show up. We took pictures of the scene. Pictures of the barrel  
and the dirt on the floor and plus the glass that was on the floor. There was debris left of the  
vehicle. The reference number given by dispatch was 21501. I was asked to wait for public  
works. Rich told me to wait an hour and if public works doesn't show up to clear the scene. 

11/13/2022 1648HRS I arrived at Rancho Vista Community to help my partner G. Rivera with parking  
warnings, we gave two parking warnings for parking 18 inches away from the curb and one  
warning for parking the wrong way I left Rancho Vista Community at 1707HRS 

11/13/2022 1731HRS I was driving down second st when I notice a vehicle parked in red zone as I  
approach the vehicle I notice that the diver was still in the vehicle he rolled down his window  
and I gave him a verbal warning, body cam was turned on. No other issues to report I  
continued Patrol at 1732HRS 

11/14/2022 1928HRS I was diving down Lang ST when I notice a vehicle parked the wrong direction,  
I gave this vehicle a parking warning, no other issues to report I left Lang st at 1934HRS 

11/15/2022 1830HRS Conducted a patrol of Third Street. While conducting a patrol we observed a  
Blue F-150 CL:85935J3 parked a red curb/drive way. We issued a citation and placed it on the  
windshield. Photos were taken and will be attached. Rich was notified. Nothing further. 

11/16/2022 1709HRS I arrived on San Jose st / third st where I notice a vehicle that I have given a  
ticket to in the past for parking over 72. The vehicle has still not moved so I gave the vehicle a  
parking ticket for city code violation 7-4-710. During this i was contact by a home owner, my  
body cam east turned on. No other issues to report. I left san Jose st / third st at 1724HRS 

11/16/2022 1756HRS Conducted foot patrol on 3rd street. Most of the business are closed. I gave  
parking warnings to 3 cars for 18 inches off the curb. I took pictures. It was a blue Chevy mini  
suburban. It was a white Chevy truck and a black GMC truck. An older lady approached me  
and gave me an identification of a lady that dropped it on the floor. I gave the parking warnings  
to Joey and I also met up with Joey to give him the ID. Nothing further 

11/16/2022 1846HRS I arrived at San Juan Bautista mission, junior meet me at the mission to gave me  
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the ID that a lady in her late 50s early 60s gave him at the windmill market, I later turned that  
ID in to the box at city hall, no other issues to report. I left San Juan Bautista mission at  
1850HRS. 

11/16/2022 1944HRS I was driving down fifth ST when I notice a truck parked the wrong way, I gave  
this truck a parking warning, no other issues to report. I left fifth st / mission st at 1952HRS 

11/16/2022 2015HRS I got a call from dispatch that they received a call that there is a car parked the  
wrong way and was blocking a drive way on fourth st/ mission st. I was unable to locate said  
vehicle how ever I did make contact with a business owner, my body cam was turned on. No  
other issues to report. I left fourth ST / mission ST at 2034HRS 

11/19/2022 0039HRS I gave a citation on a blue sedan for excess of 72 hours on 6th st and polk st. It  
had a flat tire and spider webs. It's the second citation I gave to it. I even took pictures. Nothing  
further 

11/19/2022 0051HRS I gave a citation to a GMC Sierra white truck for excess of 72 hours on  
muckelemi st and San Antonio St. It's been there for a long time. Its the second citation I gave  
to it. I even took pictures. Nothing further 

11/19/2022 1635HRS officer parga contacted two residents as a vehicle was parked the wrong way  
and one was in the red zone both moved the vehicles. Nothing further to report 

11/19/2022 1647 hrs while patrolling San jose/4th st noticed a vehicle parked the wrong way. Officer  
Parga issued a parking warning. 

11/19/2022 1656 hrs spotted vehicle parked on the red curb on 3rd/Polk st. Citation was issued by  
officer parga. 

11/19/2022 1732 hrs spotted vehicle parked on a red curb and parked the wrong way on First/San Jose  
st officer parga cited and place a warning on vehicle 

11/19/2022 1745 hrs officer parga wrote warning for vehicle parked the wrong way on  
First/Tahualami. 

11/19/2022 1757 hrs spotted a vehicle parked on a red curb on First st/ Via Serra. Citation was issued. 
11/19/2022 1831 hrs patrolled copperleaf ln /Cypress ln spotted vehicle parked in cross walk . Officer  

Parga issued a citation. 
11/19/2022 1848 hrs saw two vehicles parked the wrong way at Copperleaf Ln/ Cedar CT. Officer  

parga issued warnings to both vehicles. 
11/19/2022 1922 hrs patrolled 2nd St/Polk st spotted vehicle parked on the red curb. Officer Parga  

issued a citation. Nothing further to report. 
11/19/2022 2008 foot patrolled downtown sjb, 2012 spotted vehicle on 3rd/mukelemi st parked on a  

red curb.Officer parga issued a citation the patrol of downtown was continued 
11/19/2022 2135 hrs spotted vehicle parked in the crosswalk on copperleaf ln/Old San Juan Rd.  

Officer Parga issued a citation. Nothing further to report 
11/19/2022 2150 hrs spotted vehicle parked the wrong way on Old Lang St/ The alameda.. Officer  

Parga issued a warning. Nothing further to report. 
11/19/2022 2320HRS officer Valadez and Officer Rivera were contacted by a female from a nearby  

residence about a male who had broken into there vehicle and had gotten into a physical  
altercation with the husband of the female. We were given a description of the Male and began  
to canvas nearby area to provide details to the sheriffs department, quickly found Male and  
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called dispatch and gave an accurate description of the male and his whereabouts [African  
American Male , Lean build, Wearing a full black suit, light colored t-shirt, black sneakers, and  
an afro with a blonde strip of hair] suspect made contact with us, we tried to trigger our body  
cams but we were not able to trigger them. Suspect asked for a ride to his vehicle on 2nd St so  
he can make his way to Gilroy we promptly said no and he walked away. We monitored him  
from a safe distance with the help of Officer Parga and Carillo until the Sheriff's officers  
arrived on scene. We observed the Suspect go down Thomas ĺn right before the Sheriffs  
officers got there. (This now from officer Parga point of view) Carrillo and I informed the  
sheriff's deputies on where suspect was located. Carillo and I then followed the Sheriff's deputy  
down Thomas LN, Officer Valadez and Officer Rivera followed in the patrol car with the take  
down light on. 
We made contact with the suspect, he he claimed that he was lost and didn't know where his  
car was but he knew he had parked it on 2nd Street, officer Valadez and Officer Rivera went to  
locate the vehicle. Officer Carrillo and I along with the sheriff's deputy returned to the house (  
victim's residence) with the suspect. Officer Parga radioed to me officer Valadez if I could get  
an ID on the suspects vehicle which he claimed to be on 2nd St. (This is now from officers  
Valadez point of view) Located vehicle matching description and radioed back to Officer Parga  
to let him know of its location [Silver mini Cooper on 2nd St /Mukelemi]. (This is now from  
officer Parga point of view) after returning to the house ( victim's residence) I went to go talk  
to with the victim, he stated that he was sitting on this front porch when he saw a male in his  
truck stepping on the brakes, he retrieved his keys and open the truck door to confront the  
suspect. Some words were exchanged. The victim hinted that the interaction could have gone  
physical but was never confirmed. Sheriff's Office disposition was to release the suspect to his  
family. Case number SB22-21824 No other issues to report 

11/19/2022 2320HRS We were stopped by a woman who informed us that her husband had wrestled  
someone out of his truck and that they had already contacted Sheriffs. The description of the of  
the suspect was black male, about 5'10", black suit with a red tie, lean build, and afro with  
blonde stripe. 2325HRS Eduardo called the SO dispatch to update them on the situation and let  
them know we had a visual and would keep an eye on the suspect. We lost visual after he  
ducked into the Mission Vista apartments but regained visual once we exited the apartment  
parking lot. Suspect continued to walk up and down 1st St where we made contact after  
parking a few feet in front of him, he asked us where 2nd street was because he had left his  
vehicle there and he was looking for it. He proceeded to turn down Monterey St. where we lost  
visual. We found him once again in a private road when 2 deputies arrived. Parga,Carrillo, and  
one of the sheriffs walked down the road while Eduardo and I followed behind in unit 01. We  
found the suspect at the end of the road where the sheriff searched him and lead him back up  
to1st St. The suspect gave a description of his vehicle which we found. The suspect was taken  
to the windmill market where a friend was waiting to take him home. 

11/20/2022 0123HRS Arrived at the windmill market, door to party room of Pizza Factory was open,  
Rich and SO dispatch were contacted, Rich notified the store owner, a Sherrifs officer showed  
up and cleared the building, Sheriff left and store owner showed up a few minutes later to lock  
the door 
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11/19/2022 1830HRS arrived at 5th and Mission where I noticed a vehicle parked in a red zone and  
parked the wrong way. The vehicle was given a warning for parking the wrong way and a  
citation for city code  violation 7-4-100 parked in specified places "red curb" 

11/20/2022 1835HRS I was driving down fifth ST/ Franklin ST when I notice a two vehicles  
parked the wrong way, one of the vehicles was also in red zone. I contacted my partner Rivera  
to come a help me with the vehicles. I gave both vehicles parking warnings and one of the  
vehicles a parking ticket for city code violation 7-4-100, no other issues to report. I left fifth  
ST/Franklin ST at 1843HRS 

11/20/2022 2006HRS arrived at 3rd St to conduct a foot patrol, Parga and I heard 5 or 6 shots go off  
from the direction of windmill market and Hacienda Hotel. We patrolled the area but didn't  
find anything 

11/20/2022 2123HRS we met up at the windmill market to get drinks and we noticed a worker  
messing the door that leads to the bathroom. One of the workers had broken the key in the  
lock. Rich was notified of the situation 

11/20/2022 2140HRS We noticed a white and yellow work truck parked next to Doña Esther's. SO  
dispatch and Rich were notified of the situation. A sheriffs deputy showed up to the restaurant  
and made contact with the individuals. The individuals were cleaning the restaurant. 

11/20/2022 1719HRS I arrived on San Jose ST/Third ST were i notice a vehicle that had been park  
over 72 hours, i gave this vehicle a parking ticket for city code violation 7-4-710, no other  
issues to report. I left San Jose ST/ Third ST at 1732HRS 

11/20/2022  2003HRS I arrived on Third St to conduct a foot patrol, most of the business were closed,  
during our foot patrol on Third Rivera and I head 5 to 6 gun shots coming from the of the  
direction of Windmill Market. Rivera and I got back in our patrol cars and started patrol the  
Windmill Market, San Juan Elementary school, Copperleaf LN, Hacienda Hotel, Franklin ST  
(behind the Mission), Lang ST/ The alameda. During my patrol of lang ST/ The alameda I  
heard someone talking in distress, I told Rivera to comeback me up. When Rivera arrived on  
lang ST there was a red suv behind him, the driver of the vehicle got out of her vehicle and  
approach me asking about a ticket, I turn on my body cam, ask her to give me a few minutes I  
would talk with her. Me and Rivera were unable to locate the people or person talking distress.  
I went back and talked with the lady from the red suv, no other issues to report 

11/20/2022 2048HRS i arrived at the Windmill Market when i noticed someone messing with a locked  
door, this lady worked at the Windmill Market and she told me that one of her co-workers  
broke the key in the lock and she could get it out, body cam was turned on, no other issues to  
report i left the windmill market at 2103HRS 

11/20/2022 2140HRS I was driving down Franklin ST/ third ST when i notice a work truck out side a  
restaurant that rich told us to watch to make sure they were not working on the building  
because they did not have any permits, I call rich and he told me to call Sheriff's Department  
dispatch and let them know, when the Sheriff deputy arrived he confirmed it was just the  
cleaning crew. No other issues to report. I left Franklin ST at 2203HRS 

11/20/2022 2225HRS I arrived on Third Street to Conduct a foot patrol, most of the business were  
closed, during our walk through we heard an alarm go off. After located the business we  
confirmed that the front and back door were locked, we then call the the alarm company to  
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make sure we were at the right business witch they informed us they had received any reports  
of the alarm going off. So Rivera and I started checking front and back doors of the business on  
Third ST to make sure we didn't have the wrong business. All of the business were locked and  
secured, no other issues to report I left third ST at 2330HRS 

11/20/2022 2231HRS conducted foot patrol on 3rd street. The alarm went off a couple of times at the  
Utopia business on 3rd st and Washington st. I called rich and he said to do extra security at  
Utopia. I also called dispatch sheriffs office and the Sheriff's came by. They said that the alarm  
was probably malfunctioning. All other businesses were locked. Nothing further 

11/21/2022 2008HRS I was driving down first st when I notice at vehicle parked in a red zone I gave  
this vehicle a parking ticket for city code violation 7-4-100 stopping in specified places, no  
other issues to report I left first street at 2020HRS 

11/21/2022 2052HRS I got a call for service from The Windmill Market, when I arrived at the market  
this situation had been resolved no other issues to report. I left the Windmill Market at  
2106HRS 

11/23/2022 1725HRS While patroling The Alameda and Fourth Street I observed a white semi truck  
CL:9F29800 was parked on the side of the road. Photos were taken and a citation was issued. 

11/23/2022 1758HRS Conducted a patrol of Hacienda Del Leal Hotel. There were six vehicles parked  
in the parking lot. All tree lights were turned off. No issues to report. 

11/26/2022 1730 hrs spotted vehicle parked on the red curb [ Grey Grand Cherokee] on Via Serra/ 1st  
st . Citation was issued 

11/26/2022 1823 hrs issued a citation on San jose/ 3rd for parking over 72 hrs [Silver BMW] 
11/26/2022 1831 while patrolling 1st st spotted a big rig coming through. Photo was taken and  

Citation issued. 
11/26/2022 2256 while conducting a foot patrol of downtown sjb found inaka unlocked. Notified Rich  

brown and called dispatch to have a deputy come and clear the building. Deputy arrived and  
cleared building and managed to secure the door. Notified Rich brown and continued walk  
through of downtown. All doors secured 

11/27/2022 1809HRS arrived at Rancho Vista Community where I gave a grey Chevy Traverse a  
warning for parking on the sidewalk, left at 1824HRS 

11/27/2022 2005HRS We arrived at 3rd St to conduct a foot patrol when we found the front door to  
Rootz Solon & Spa was open at 2010HRS. Joey notified Rich and I notified SO dispatch about  
the open door at 2012HRS. A red Ford F250 was parked outside of the business. 2117HRS A  
Sherriff showed up and cleared the building. 2131HRS an employee came to lock the doors.  
2147HRS we completed our foot patrol and left 3rd St 

11/28/2022 2006: patrolled through cemetery. Upon arrival an illegal firework was set off from what  
looked to be in the area of 3rd st between church st and Donner. Patrolled through the area. Did  
not locate any suspicious persons or vehicles. Will continue to monitor.  

11/30/2022 1733: checked on water tower. Upon arrival water was coming from the pipe. Public  
works was notified. Nothing further to report. Area is clear and secure. 

11/30/2022 1917HRS Conducted a patrol of The Windmill Shopping Center. Patrolled parking lot and  
observed a white Kenworth Semi Florida LP:JD7-0RZ occupied by a white male. After taking  
photos of the semi I made contact and advised he was not allowed to drive with in the city  
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limits. He advised he had to take two hours off and was not allowed to drive anymore and was  
only having dinner from pizza factory. I advised him to park on the shoulder of westbound 156  
which he complied but left the area. Nothing further. 
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